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way to the shelter of Pavia in September. For the Lombard
cities had begun to arm directly he had left their territory;
it was indeed surprising that he had taken so little care to
guard his communications with Germany. Under the lead of
Verona, Padua, and Vicenza a Lombard League had sprung
into existence, and was almost daily receiving fresh adherents.
In April the forces of the League had gone to Milan, and
while they stood on guard to prevent any attack from Pavia,
the Milanese raised their city from its ashes and fortified it
anew, so that it was able to resume its natural place at the
head of opposition to the Emperor. Only nobles like William
of Montferrat and Guido of Biandrate remained loyal, and
gave him shelter in their castles during the winter of 1167-8.
In the early spring the approach of a Lombard army made his
position desperate. In this crisis he made terms with count
Humbert III of Savoy, at the price of a large sum of money
and the restoration of lands which he had previously taken
from him; this opened to him the Mont Cenis pass. Even
so, when he came to Susa, the citizens rose and virtually held
him prisoner. In disguise and under cover of night he made
his escape, and rode over the dangerous snow-bound pass
safely into Burgundy. Such was the humiliating conclusion
of the Emperor's fourth expedition into Italy.
Failure of	During the next six years Frederick remained in Germany,
^tMhe°ns Thoush he had lost an army and had to lcaye Italy as a
Pope	fugitive, he was still as determined as ever on mastering the
Lombard communes. With regard to the Pope, too, his
attitude was at first unaltered. For when Paschal III died
in 1168, and a successor to him (Calixtus III) was elected,
though the election had even less legal justification than that
of Paschal, Frederick adhered to him and expected the com-
pliance of the German Church. This was the easier to obtain,
since he had been careful to fill vacant bishoprics with men
on whom he could rely, and the disaster in Italy had created
numerous vacancies; moreover, bishops created during a
schism could expect little mercy from the Pope whom they
had rejected, and therefore their interests were bound up
with those of the Emperor. But Frederick soon realised the
wisdom of making his peace with Alexander. Firstly, it
would give him a free hand to deal with the rebels in Lom-
bardy. And, secondly, he was concerned with establishing

